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EJC 2013 — a grEEn EVEnT 

WasTE rEduCTion
We try to keep the waste that is produced to a minimum. We encourage you to do 
the same – for example by using tap water over bottled water. Linz has an excel-
lent water quality. The water in Linz has been awarded as “Europe’s Best Drink-
ing Water” by the European Union multiple times.

To make our tap water more attractive for you, every participant gets a Retap 
Bottle, a glass bottle that is especially designed for drinking water. The bottles 
are produced from borosilicate glass. This is a more eco-friendly production 
form and raw material compared to regular glass. It is also used in laborato-
ries, because the glass has high strength and heat resistance. The lid is made 
of thermoplastic-elastomer. This material is free of bisphenol A (bpa), so un-
harmful to your personal health.

The Retap Bottle is designed without any edges where bacteria can 
grow or accumulate. This makes cleaning easy and safe. The bottle and the 
lid are both suitable for cleaning in the dishwasher.

The Retap Bottle is made in the eu. Once the bottle reaches its user, it 
can be cleaned and refilled with tap water endlessly. 

When practic-
ing martial arts, the foundation for all that we do 

is rei – respect for our partner, for those who came before us 
and those that we nurture to follow us on our way. In practicing 

budo, we take the elements of our martial art and transfer it to our 
everyday life. The respect for our partner, sensei, sempai, kohai etc. 

becomes respect for our fellow human beings – and beyond that, for ev-
erything that surrounds us. Our shared respect for nature was the rea-

son why we, as the organisers, decided to give our best to make the Eu-
ropean Jodo Championships 2013 a Green Event. Sports events can have 

a big impact. They encourage us to become active, create opportunities 
for meeting new people from different cultures and spread a mutual 

spirit of friendship. Unfortunately, the ecological impact of sports 
events is often neglected. As a result, what remains after many 

sports events are bulks of waste and little consciousness for the 
social and environmental responsibility that we may have 

neglected. Thus, it was our endeavour to always con-
sider the holistic aspect in all the big and little el-

ements that the ejc 2013 as a whole is made 
up of. Some examples of what we 

did:







“Don’t
get set into 

one form, adapt 
it and build your 

own, and let it grow, be 
like water. Empty your mind, 

be formless, shapeless — like wa-
ter. Now you put water in a cup, it 
becomes the cup. You put water into 
a bottle it becomes the bottle. You put 
it in a teapot it becomes the teapot. 

Now water can flow or it can 
crash. Be water, my friend.”

— Bruce Lee

The catering at the venue is 100% organic, 
partly demeter and Fair Trade. The regular meals 

at the hotel as well as the buffet at the Sayonara Party 
are made from regional, seasonal food, partly organic. 

For the catering at the venue and the meals at the hotel, 
we offer a high percentage of meat-free dishes. Excessive 
meat production damages the ecosystems due to grain and 
soy monoculture and uses up a lot of resources, for instance 
water. It takes 15,000 litres of water for every kilogram of beef 
that is produced. Raising broiler chickens takes 3,500 litres 
of water. In comparison, wheat production uses  900 litres 
and potatoes 500 litres. In order to have more of Europe’s 
Best Drinking Water that can reach our palate, we de-

cided to focus on meat-free dishes – not exclusively, 
but mainly. We hope that the high quality of food 

that is served will compensate you for any meat 
withdrawal symptoms that you may feel.

rEgional,
organiC.

CaTEring.

BE likE
WaTEr my 
friEnd



inVolVEmEnT of 
 loCal arTisTs

TrophiEs
The trophies for the ejc 2013 are hand-crafted by 
Austrian artists. The winner trophies are made 
by glass artist Thomas Aschenbrenner from Linz, 
who has created extraordinary, individual cups 
on the basis of the signature element of the ejc 
2013 – water.

The trophies for the first places as well as the 
fighting spirit awards are droplets of water, made 
of glass and filled with water.

Trophies for the ejc 2013 Thomas Aschenbrenner

“I have a high appreciation of Kado, the Way of the Flowers, because it leads to understanding
nature, to discipline and harmony”, says Sissy Födinger-Wieder, Ikebana Linz/ikebana-linz.jimdo.com

ikEBana 
The tables for the shinpan and delegations at the 
venue have been decorated with Ikebana artwork 
by Kado artists from Linz, Sissy Födinger-Wie-
der and Elisabeth Höfer, who are teachers of the 
Ikenobo School Kyoto Japan. “Ikebana means to me 
becoming quiet and empathising with the plant, 
with nature – and to share it with other people,” 
explains Elisabeth Höfer. “Ikebana is a dialogue 
between nature and human beings.”

Sissy Födinger-Wieder and Elisabeth Höfer



It is a great pleasure for me to welcome you all at the European Jodo Champi-
onship in Linz.

In those special conditions, we thank very much the Austrian Kendo Federa-
tion for the quick and efficient job done. To organize a championship suc-
cessfully, it is necessary to have a team. A championship is not a one man 
show. Even if we thank the President, this appreciation is extended to the 
whole team. We know too well how stressing this event is.

And if the largest part of the job is done by the hosting country, we know 
what we owe to the delegation sent by the znkr. Thank you to the Sensei who 
are crossing half of the world to give the best of them self just to help us to 
develop and improve our practice.

But we never forget that all this work is just done for you the Jodoka. You are 
the reason and the goal of all this organization. So, be welcome and enjoy 
this particular moment in a real friendship spirit.

Gambate

Alain Ducarme
President ekf

dEar friEnds,



WElComE To linz!
The Austrian Kendo Association joined the European Budo family in 1985. In 
these 28 years we have tried to develop Kendo, Iaido and Jodo in Austria and 
made many new friends in Europe and the world.

With these friendships as a basis and with all the support you offered we knew 
we would be able to add another event to the long line of successful European 
Championships: the ejc 2013 in Linz. We sincerely hope that you will keep it in 
fond memory.

First of all, I would like to thank the ekf and the znkr for their ongoing sup-
port. Secondly, I’m very grateful for the wonderful team I had the pleasure 
to work with during the last couple of months and the helpers from all over 
Austria.  And, last but not least, my thanks go out to all the participants! The 
Championships are for you and they wouldn’t exist without you. 

I wish you a very pleasant stay in Linz, a productive seminar and very success-
ful Championships and exams. And, most of all, I wish you to leave Linz with 
fresh ideas in your heads and new friendships in your hearts.

Viel Erfolg!

Harald Hofer
President aka



The provincial capital of Linz has gained an excellent national and interna-
tional reputation as a city of sports in recent years. Modern sports venues, 
successful athletes, but most of all fantastic sports events have contributed 
greatly to that. Next to the Generali Ladies Tennis Tournament, the Borealis 
Linz Danube Marathon or the Gugl Games, there are countless sports events 
that enliven and enrich the sports scene in Linz and document the versatility 
of our city.

The European Jodo Championships, that take place from 13th to 15th Septem-
ber at the Europagymnasium Auhof, are a highlight of the sports year 2013. 
Jodo is part of the traditional Japanese martial arts, whose history reaches 
back far into the past centuries.

I am convinced that the ejc 2013 will show an outstanding performance of mar-
tial art and will in addition advertise this fascinating sport. A hearty welcome 
to all participants in the provincial capital of Linz! I wish you all a successful 
course of events of the Championships.

Franz Dobusch
Mayor of the provincial capital of Linz

fanTasTiC EVEnT!



dEar Jodoka,
Dear Friends of Jodo, in the name of the Austrian-Japanese Society and as 
guardian of the intercultural ideas of Meiji Minister of Foreign Affairs, Aoki 
Shuzo, I would like to welcome all Jodoka and visitors to Linz. 

There is a long tradition of Austrian-Japanese cultural transfer. It reached 
its peak during the Meiji period and still lasts today. In fact, if you contem-
plate on both cultures, you will find a lot of similarities.

Jodo embodies a reliable way of living. It reaches back to the 17th century, 
though it builds on a much older tradition. And it never ceased to evolve. Many 
important changes have been implemented in the 20th century. The Japanese 
saying “Ichi-go ichi-e“ (one time, one meeting) shows it perfectly: Treasure 
every encounter, for it will never recur.

The supposed weak can be superior to the supposed strong. Who says a 
wooden stick is an inferior weapon to a sword? Use it the right way in the right 
moment and you will defeat the sword. 

This way of thinking is not only of Buddhist origin, but can be found in 
many cultures.

The Greek mythology which characterised Europe, knew two gods to ex-
press “time”. “Chronos” and “Kairos”. The latter had a pigtail on the forehead 
and was bald at the back: If you do not grab the right moment when it is pass-
ing by, it will slip away.

In the Christian belief it is similar. The parable of the ten virgins waiting 
with their oil lamps for the landlord to come reminds us to always be prepared 
for the right moment. Those who forgot the oil stood alone in the dark.

So “Ichi-go ichi-e“ unites our cultures. And so does Jodo. By these means I 
wish the Jodoka a tournament full of “Ichi-go ichi-e“ – full of right moments.

May this championship be a place of friendship and mutual respect in the 
spirit of Jodo.

 

Niklas Salm
Österreich-Japanische Gesellschaft



shinpan

Jean-Pierre Reniez
fra, Nanadan Kyoshi

Shinmpan-shunin

Jock Hopson
Gbr, Nanadan Renshi

Shinpan-shunin

Gérard Blaize
fra, Nanadan Renshi

Chris Mansfield
Gbr, Nanadan Renshi

Ekf dElEgaTion

Jean Pierre RaickAlain Ducarme Zsdolt Vadadi Dieter Hauck

Mitsuo Shiiya
jpn, Hachidan Hanshi

Shinpan-cho

Hiroshi Arai
jpn, Hachidan Hanshi

Shinpan-shunin

Fumio Tsubaki
jpn, Nanadan Kyoshi

Shimpan-shunin



shinpan

Takao Momiyama
SWe, Nanadan Renshi

Karl Dannecker
Deu, Rokudan Renshi

Edwin de Wit
nLD, Rokudan Renshi

Angharad Jones
Gbr, Rokudan

Rene van Amersfoort
nLD, Nanadan Renshi

Patrik de Muynck
beL, Rokudan Renshi

Albert van den Broeck
beL, Rokudan Renshi

Luigi Rigolio
ITa, Yondan

Emmanuel Laurier
fra, Nanadan Renshi

Jef Heuvelmans
nLD, Rokudan Renshi

Bernhard Merkel
Deu, Rokudan Renshi

Antonio Ghigini
ITa, Yondan

Christopher Buxton
Gbr, Nanadan Renshi

Aad van de Wijngaard
nLD, Rokudan Renshi

Andrew Watson
Gbr, Rokudan



CompETiTors



ausTria

Franz Kollar
Yondan, Coach

Wolfgang Horvath
Mudan, Competitor

Stefan Hold
Mudan, Competitor

Nina Halbedl
Yondan, Competitor

Wolfgang Marko
Godan, Competitor

Helmut Halbedl
Sandan, Team-Manager, 

Competitor

Manuela Hoflehner
Delegation leader



BElgium

Jean Trembloy
Delegetion leader,

Team-Manager, Coach

Chantal Flament
Mudan, Competitor

Steven Cool
Mudan, Competitor

Valentin Vervack
Nidan, Competitor

Karen Vermeulen
Nidan, Competitor

Liviu-Stefan Vlad
Sandan, Competitor

Jonathan Vandenbussche
Sandan, Competitor

Marjan De Block
Sandan, Competitor



Bulgaria

Teodor Lekov
Sandan, Team-Manager

Competitor

Ognjan Kozsuhárov
Yondan, Coach

Competitor

Ivan Kunchev
Mudan, Competitor 

Dragomir Apostolov
Shodan, Competitor

Petrakieva Albena
Shodan, Competitor

Gancho Zagorski
Nidan, Competitor



CzECh rEpuBliC

Kristina Poslusna
Shodan, Delegetion 
leader, Competitor



finland

Paulus Mikael Artimo
Nidan, Delegetion 
leader, Competitor

Tea Lähdeniemi
Shodan, Competitor

Martti Pihlaja
Nidan, Competitor



franCE

Chantal Fougeray
Rokudan, Coach

Gil Lavillaureix
Nidan, Competitor

Jonathan Rosselli
Nidan, Competitor

Julien Levequel
Sandan, Competitor

Cyril Maitre
Sandan, Competitor

Olivier Bayart
Yondan, Competitor

Jean-Baptiste Durand
Yondan, Competitor

Alexandre Poveda
Godan, Competitor



gErmany

Robert Völkmann
Godan, Team-Manager, 

Competitor

Marlen Bernier
Shodan, Competitor

Steffen Michaelis
Nidan, Competitor

Dorothea E.R. Winkler
Sandan, Competitor

Henrike Michaelis
Nidan, Competitor

Oldrich Becker
Sandan, Competitor

Albrecht Klüver
Yondan, Competitor

Cenet Bauer
Yondan, Competitor

Felix Klein
Yondan, Competitor

Sandra Essig
Godan, Competitor



hungary

Hunor Réthy
Sandan, Team-Manager, 

Competitor

Tamás Bodnár
Mudan, Competitor

Álmos Jerabek
Mudan, Competitor

Zsolt Szabó
Shodan, Competitor

Gábor Sükösd
Shodan, Competitor

Szilveszter Fábos
Sandan, Competitor



iTaly

Enrico Pelizza
Delegetion leader

Vicenzo Caruso
Sandan, Team-Manager

Francesca Pescini
Mudan, Competitor

Monia Menozzi
Mudan, Competitor

Elisa Chiabrando
Nidan, Competitor

Giuseppe Pace
Nidan, Competitor

Cosimo Pilolli
Sandan, Competitor

Gaetano Dellisanti
Yondan, Competitor

Roberto Milana
Sandan, Competitor

Emanuele Covino
Yondan, Competitor

Michal Ludwik Szczepanski
Sandan, Delegetion leader,
Team-Manager, Competitor



poland

Michal Ludwik Szczepanski
Sandan, Delegetion leader,
Team-Manager, Competitor

Lukasz Machura
Yondan, Coach,

Competitor

Tomasz Gabrusewicz
Mudan Competitor

Dariusz Borowiak
Shodan, Competitor

Ziemowit Domanski
Shodan, Competitor

Michal Glatte
Nidan, Competitor

Jakub Kolasa
Nidan, Competitor

Piotr Urbanek
Sandan, Competitor

Adam Kitkowski
Yondan, Competitor



porTugal

Sandra Santos
Yondan, Delegetion 
leader, Competitor

 Robertt Valente
Shodan, Team-Manager, 

Competitor

Joao Rocha
Mudan, Competitor

Jose Coutinho
Nidan, Competitor

Eduardo Brito
Nidan, Competitor



russia

Alexander Khromyshev
Sandan, Delegetion 

leader

Anastasia Zhmuro
Sandan, Team-Manager

Igor Toporov
Mudan, Competitor

Alyona Iakovleva
Shodan, Competitor

Alexey Alchin
Mudan, Competitor

Vladislav Senyushkin
Nidan, Competitor

Elena Zhmuro
Nidan, Competitor

Dmitry Nozdrachev
Sandan, Competitor

Ekaterina Skomorokhova
Nidan, Competitor

Dmitry Potekhin
Sandan, Competitor



sloVakia

Bartko Marián, Nidan, 
Delegetion leader, 
Coach, Competitor

Veronika Simonova
Mudan, Competitor

Martin Florian
Mudan, Competitor

Adriana Nagyova
Shodan, Competitor



sWEdEn

Sida Yin, Yondan,
Delegetion leader

Competitor

Caiza Wranning
Nidan, Team-Manager

Anna-Lena Olsson
Mudan, Competitor

Maria Engqvist
Shodan, Competitor

Johan Andersson
Shodan, Competitor

Jesper Waldestål
Nidan, Competitor

Christian Strandberg
Nidan, Competitor

Peter Hellberg
Sandan, Competitor



sWiTzErland

Roger Fleury
Delegetion leader

Patrick Hängärtner
Mudan, Competitor

Simon Johannes Bleiker
Sandan, Competitor

Yvonne Lauper
Sandan, Competitor

Bruno Lehmann
Yondan, Competitor

Eric Bernardi
Yondan, Competitor

Katja Fleury
Godan, Competitor

Beat Bähler
Godan, Competitor



ThE nEThErlands

Hans Pegtel
Rokudan, Delegetion 

leader, Coach

Elise Heijboer
Nidan, Team-Manager, 

Competitor

Piotr Kukla
Mudan, Competitor

Dennis Briene
Shodan, Competitor

Yoshi Tacke
Nidan, Competitor

Steven Tomas Burgman
Sandan, Competitor



uniTEd kingdom

Alastair James Colebourn
Godan, Delegetion 
leader, Competitor

Kristina Poslusna
Mudan, Competitor

George Valkov
Yondan, Team-Manager

 Jenni Wilding
Mudan, Competitor

David Matthew Parker
Shodan, Competitor

William Heal
Shodan, Competitor

Charlie Hobbs
Mudan, Competitor

Charles Bacon
Nidan, Competitor

Robert Broomhead
Nidan, Competitor

Kevin McNeill
Nidan, Competitor

Oliver James Jarvis
Sandan, Competitor

Shima Yuki
Sandan, Competitor

Rachel Hahn-Morris
Yondan, Competitor

Daniel Silk
Yondan, Competitor

Stojanka Vidinic
Godan, Competitor



sChEdulE

 day of arriVal  Friday, 13. 9.

 1500 – 1700 Seminar
 1800 – 2000 Dinner
    

 sEminars and TEam managEr mEETing  Saturday, 14. 9.
    
   0630 – 0900 Breakfast    
   0900 – 1100 Seminar    
   1130 – 1330 Lunchbreak    
   1330 – 1700 Referee Seminar    
   1800 – 2000 Dinner    
   2000 – 2100 Teammanager Meeting

 CompETiTion  Sunday, 15. 9.
    
  0630 – 0900 Breakfast    
  0900 – 0920 Opening Ceremony
 0930 – 1100 Team competition
 1100 – 1200 Lunchbreak
 1200 – 1500 Individual competition
 1515 – 1535 Commendation Ceremony
 1535 – 1550 Closing ceremony
 1600 – 1730 EKF Dan Exams
 1830 – 0130 Sayonara Party    

 day of dEparTurE  Monday, 16. 9.
    
   0630 - 1000 Breakfast



sponsors



“EVEryBody has a plan 
unTil ThEy gET

punChEd in ThE faCE.”
— mikE Tyson





organizing CommiTTEE

Harald Hofer Gernot Almesberger Manuela Hoflehner

Cornelius Praxmarer

Nina Halbedl Ian Clark

Mario RuhmansederVanessa Rössler

Christian Ameseder Wolfgang Marko



EuropEan Jodo Championships 2013
linz/ausTria


